**Memorial Day Poppy**

What you’ll need...  
► Square sheets of paper  
► Scissors  
► Tape

Take a square sheet of paper and fold it in half. Fold it in half again without unfolding the first fold. Finally, fold the small square into a triangle with the four pointed tips facing up/away from you.

Now cut a rounded shape from the tip with four corners. Start near the 90° angled corner and cut to the middle of the long side of the triangle. Be sure to do this correctly or you will get a snowflake instead of flower petals.

When it unfolds, it should have eight petals on the outside. Do this a total of four times to get four petal sets. Poke a small hole in the middle of each petal set for the stem (see next step).

Now take a pipe cleaner and push it through the center of all four petal sets. Twist one end of the pipe cleaner into a rather large circle to represent the center of the poppy. Then, glue the back part of the flower to the pipe cleaner stem to secure the flower.